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Abstract 

Nowadays, very popular become investigations of collectives of autonomous agents for possible 

practical applications expanding. Experiments are especially focused on combinatory optimization tasks, 

including well-known Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) [1]. This task is formulated next way: given a 

list of cities and the distances between each pair of cities (instead of distance can be cost, time), find out 

the shortest possible route that visits each city exactly once and returns to the origin (start point) city. It is 

an NP-hard problem in combinatorial optimization, important in operations research and theoretical 

computer science.  

Created computer system [2, 3] using swarm intelligence behavior model of agents is able to solve 

both type TSP for acceptable on practice time of calculation: static (without changes of input data during 

calculation process) and dynamic (in conditions of dynamic changes of input data). But received result 

routes of TSP frequent till 10% from value of optimal route. With aim to improve results without losing 

speed and ability to solve in conditions of dynamic changes of input data was decided to overview 

possibility of local methods usage as additional program module of system, which take as input data 

received formed TSP route for further improvement.  

Approaches to solving combinatorial optimization tasks 

Using developed classification of methods for solving TSP [4] during process of analyze of existing 

methods was chosen the most  perspective for solving dynamic TSP methods with usage of agents 

collective. Dynamic TSP is the closest task to reality, especially during usage for solving task in logistic 

for transport and informational networks. 

Methods with usage of agents collective include next swarm intelligence methods: social insects 

algorithms (Artificial Bee Colony algorithms, Ant Colony Optimization algorithms [5,6]), Particle Swarm 

Optimization algorithm, Bacterial Foraging Optimization algorithm, Artificial fish swarm algorithm, 

Migrating Birds Optimization algorithm [7] and others [5,8]. Ant Colony Optimization algorithm 

demonstrate one of the best results of solving dynamic TSP. It is important to mention that this method is 

able to solve TSP without restarting of calculation cause of constructive type. Ant Colony Optimization 

algorithm also can solve task in conditions of partly unknown input data. 

Separate positions have methods of local search [9], or also known as – local optimization methods. 

These methods make able to improve result – decrease length of received TSP route. Local optimization 

methods differ in complexity coefficient k, where k – count of edges, which take part in permutations. The 

most popular are methods with low complexity (2-opt, 2.5-opt, 3-opt algorithms) and local optimization 
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method with dynamically changeable complexity coefficient k [10] (Fig. 1). 

 
Fig.1. Classification of local optimization algorithms for TSP solving 

 

In classical realization of 2-opt algorithm 2 edges are excluded from route and added two new in 

such way that new route become shorter. There is only one variant of exchange of two edges on new ones, 

during which route will left instead of two cycle creation. 

Same way are used others local optimization algorithms with difference only in count of edges 

which take part in combinatorial permutations, 3 edges in 3-opt algorithm, k edges in mostly efficient and 

universal k-opt algorithm with dynamically changeable coefficient k, which was developed as modification 

of local optimization algorithms and well-known as Lin-Kernighan method [9]. In this method value k is 

dynamic and changes during calculation process of result route. Helsgaun K. has developed LKH 

application [9] for TSP solving using Lin-Kernighan and decomposition methods. 

Features of the application of local optimization methods in developed system 

Local optimization methods [9] belongs to metaheuristic methods used for solving complex in 

calculations optimization tasks. Local optimization methods can be used for tasks, which are formulated as 

result search that is maximal by some criteria in array of possible results. Local optimization algorithms 

check all possible solutions by method of local changes while optimal result will not be found or time limit 

or try count limit will not be reached. The most popular for solving TSP is k-opt algorithm [9, 11]. 

Most tasks can be formulated in terms of “space” and “aim” several ways. For example, for TSP 

solution can be Hamilton loop, and criteria of maximization will be combination of some points count and 

loop length. But solution from other side can be also route, and create loop will be one more part of task 

for local search. This approach is used in program application LKH during “union” of separate routes. 

Local optimizations algorithms start to analyze from some input solution or its part and sequentially go to 

neighbor one. It is possible only when neighborhood relationships between solutions or its parts are 

defined in space of search. As example, if in created route – TSP solution exchange placement of just one 

point, we will get new route. Start route and retrieved after point replacement route will be neighbors. For 

TSP solution count of results is defined by count of points. Count of permutations increase according 

complexity of local optimization method – k, which define edge count that will be replaced and also count 

of neighbor solutions which will take part in analyze. 

Condition of algorithm execution shut down usually set as time limit or count of local optimization 

attempts. Local optimization algorithms can be stopped in any time of execution, but are able to work only 

without presence of dynamic changes during their calculation process. Moreover, when calculation is 

finished local optimization algorithms don’t guarantee the most optimal result in case of impossibility of 

local improvements. These cases have place when complexity of local optimization method isn’t enough 

for founding better neighbor solution.  

Lin-Kernighan algorithm on practice is very efficient, but in some case reaches exponential 

complexity and time on calculation of result. Feature of Lin-Kernighan algorithm is that it works with 

changeable k, which value is redefined during iteration of local search cycle. 

During setting of neighbor list for point local optimization method decrease complexity from О(n
2
) 

to O(m*n), but if m value will be not enough big local optimization algorithm efficient will decrease. Most 

often are used algorithm with low complexity: 2-opt, 2.5-opt, 3-opt algorithms. According Lin S. [9], 3-opt 

algorithm demonstrated the highest results in most optimal calculation time. 

Local optimization 

algorithms for TSP solving 

Low complexity,  

k < 4 (2-opt, 2.5-opt, 3-opt) 

High complexity 

(k >= 4) 

With dynamically 

changeable k (k-opt) 
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So, local optimization methods with k < 4 can highly improve accuracy of results, which are 

retrieved from developed computer system for dynamic TSP solving, based on ant colony optimization 

method including developed modifications, without growth of calculation time. Analyze of optimization 

possibility to improve route segment don’t cancel possibility TSP solving with dynamic changes of input 

data if time for analyze process is less then period of dynamic changes. 

Program realization of local optimization methods 

Local optimization methods usage increase accuracy of received result with help of edges 

replacements in found route. For implementation of local optimization methods is necessary to develop 

program realization cause of not high complexity and time of calculation for next 3 algorithms: 2-opt, 2.5-

opt, 3-opt. The way and details of implementation for TSP solving is absent in open informational sources. 

Cause of that was decided to describe all used permutation which are used during selected local 

optimization algorithms. This methods and described schemas were implemented in developed computer 

system as additional program module. 

Let’s describe on example of randomly chosen part of graph with already set edges between points 

according retrieved route. Points which take part in checks for permutations are defined as s1 and s2 

(station). According route, previous to s1 point marked as p_s1, next after s1 – s_s1 (sequent after s1).  

Same as for point s1 are defined for point s2: p_s2 and s_s2. If current point s1 yet was not 

optimized, start process of search s2 point in such way, that distance between s1 and s2 was smaller than 

distance between s1 and s_s1, which is named on schema R – radius on fig.2.  

 
Fig.2. Execution of 1-st type permutation of 2-opt algorithm on the randomly chosen graph area. 

 

After which is running check for expediency of permutation: excluding of s1-s_s1 and s2-s_s2 edges 

and adding s1-s2 and s_s1-s_s2 edges. Next time we will call this permutation as 2-opt permutation of 1-st 

type: permutation of next going points by route according current s1 and found s2 points. Execution of this 

permutation is demonstrated on figure 2. Here and further at left side is shown initial state, at right side – 

state of route after permutation. Defined points with circles around take part in permutations. 

If current permutation (fig. 2) will decrease cost of instant route, than will be activated switch to the 

permutation execution – correction of input route, current point will be marked as optimized and algorithm 

will go to the next one. If current permutation isn’t suitable, than start search of point s2 (fig. 3) in such 

way that distance between p_s1 and p_s2 will be smaller than distance between p_s1 and s1, which is 

marked on schema as R – radius on fig.3. After that will be checked permutation with excluding of edges 

p_s1-s1 and p_s2-s2, adding edges p_s1-p_s2 and s1-s2. This permutation will call as 2-nd type 

permutation of 2-opt algorithm, in which take part previous by route points according current s1 and some 

found s2 point. Such type of permutation for randomly chosen graph area was demonstrated in Fig.3. 
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Fig.3. Execution of 2-nd type permutation of 2-opt algorithm on the randomly chosen graph area. 

 

If 2-nd type permutation of 2-opt algorithm will decrease cost of instant route similarly as with 1-st 

type permutation will be activated switch to the permutation execution – route correction and continue 

local optimization cycle. 

In fact, this algorithm if necessary can be stopped in any time. Similar to observed 2-opt algorithm 

implemented 2.5-opt algorithm, which include some stages of 2-opt algorithm and some elements of 3-opt 

algorithm as three edges take part in process of excluding point from one place and inserting into other 

place of route. 

Firstly attempts of 2-opt optimization permutations of 1-st and 2-nd type are checked same as during 

2-opt algorithm execution. After that starting analyze for expediency of insertion s2 point, from pool of 

neighbor point according to instant, between s1 and s_s1 points –will be called such insertion as 1-st type 

insertion of 2.5-opt algorithm. Such type of insertion for randomly chosen area of TSP result route is 

demonstrated in Fig.4.  

 
Fig.4. Execution of 1-st type insertion of 2.5-opt algorithm on the randomly chosen graph area. 

 

If such type of insertion will not decrease cost of route, then will be checked expediency of insertion 

in route some s2 point between p_s1 and s1 points. Such type of insertion will be called as 2-nd type 

insertion of 2.5-opt algorithm, which is shown in Fig.5. Local optimization method with k=3 is similar to 

two observed methods. Stage of optimization is more complex than in 2-opt and 2.5-opt algorithms, where 

only 2 and 4 checks have place.  

At 3-opt algorithm firstly two 2-opt checks are executed (Fig.6), if they improve result route appears 

possibility to end optimization or save result and continue analyze for next possible permutations (Fig.7). 

First type permutation of 2-opt algorithm according to s1 point shown in Fig.6.a and 2-nd type 

permutation according s_s1 point shown in Fig.6.b. As in previous pictures, points, which take part in edge 

permutations, are marked around with circles. With dotted line are represented edges, which are created 

after permutation.   

In one case is excluded s2-s_s2 edge, in another – p_s2-s2 edge, s1-s_s1 edge is excluded in both 

cases. 
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Fig.5. Execution of 2-nd type insertion of 2.5-opt algorithm on the randomly chosen graph area. 
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Fig.6. Execution of 2-opt algorithm permutations during 3-opt algorithm on the randomly chosen graph area. 
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Fig.7. Permutation combinations in 3-opt algorithm on the randomly chosen graph area. 

 

After which start further check for expediency of permutations of two edges with found during 2-opt 

check s2 point and currently found s3 point, which is neighbor according s_s1 point. Should be noted, that 

s2 and s3 points are chosen in such way that s3-s_s1 and s1-s2 edges will be smaller than s1-s_s1 edge, 

which is marked as R – radius.  
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If a permutation with excluding of s1-s_s1 edge, adding s1-s2 and s_s1-s3 edges is considered to be 

expediency, then start the search process for best permutation combination, which will reach the highest 

decrease of route length. In developed implementation of 3-opt algorithm in analyze take part four variants 

of edge permutation combinations, shown in Fig.7. Edge s1-s_s1 is excluded in each of these 

combinations.  

After check of each combination, length of possible improved route is stored for further summary 

decision and choosing most optimal combination according this criteria and its execution.  

If after all check and tries of corrections improvement of result route was not reached, then current 

s1 point is added to list of optimized and algorithm go to next by random sequence not optimized yet point 

of TSP route. According carried out investigations, was decided to use local optimization methods for 

improvement of all found by agents routes. 

 

Research and evaluation of implementation results of additional program module based on local 

optimization methods in developed computer system 

For research and evaluation of implementation results of additional program module based on local 

optimization methods in developed computer system was used library file att532.tsp [12], which include all 

input data for TSP on 532 points (in current case coordinates of USA cities). During process of TSP 

resolving with usage of ant colony optimization method appears phenomenon of so called “ant colony 

memory” – network of pheromones, left marks, on which ant-agents are oriented in process of route 

search. Just because of existence of such phenomenon agents can easier adapt to dynamic changes of 

beginning input data and conditions, during process of TSP solving. Overview of such “ant colony 

memory” for TSP on 532 points is shown in Fig.8. Width of edge is as big as bigger value of digital mark 

(pheromone at biological ants) placed on it. 

In Fig.8 is shown state of marks after execution of 10 iteration of route search cycle. In Fif.8.a is 

demonstrated state of marks without usage of local optimization methods, in Fig.8.b – with usage of 3-opt 

local optimization algorithm. As we can see, usage of local optimization methods boost process of 

disappearance of additional edges, which excluded from usage of agents as not suitable, cause of periodical 

decreasing of mark values on it and no update process – passing through it by agents. 

 

 
(a)           (b) 

Fig.8. Overview of collective agent’s memory (―ant colony memory‖) – matrix of marks in process of solving 

TSP (532 points): a) without usage of local optimization methods; 

b) with usage of 3-opt local optimization algorithm. 

In Table is represented calculation process of TSP result during first 3 iterations of search cycle by 

agent collective: 1) without usage of local optimization methods; 2) after each iteration of search routes 

cycle by agents with usage of additional one of the implemented local optimization methods: 2-opt, 2.5-

opt, 3-opt. In table also is shown average calculation time spent for TSP solving in observed functional 

modes of developed computer system. 
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Table 

Calculation process of TSP ЗК (532 points) 

Length of route 
Count of improvements 

\ permutations 
Average calculation time, s 

І 
without usage 

of local optimi- 

zation methods 

with usage of local optimization 

methods: 2-opt 2,5-opt 3-opt 
without usage of local 

optimization methods 

with usage of local 

optimization methods: 

2-opt 2.5-opt 3opt 
2-opt 2.5-opt 3opt 

1 49787 30105 29387 28780 428 1239 614 

0.9 4.4 4.6 4.95 2 39067 29806 29327 28675 202 1012 625 

3 38939 29665 29202 28375 224 797 625 

 

Optimal route for current TSP have length 27686 (according data from library file). Route of such 

length was found by developed modeling system in mode with usage of 3-opt local optimization method. 

As we can see, usage of each local optimization method according its complexity increase calculation time 

of result route, but highly decrease iteration count of search routes cycle by agents and increase accuracy 

of retrieved result. In Fig. 9 graphically are represented TSP solutions for 532 points retrieved in four 

functional modes of developed system after 30 iterations of “ant run”: without usage of local optimization 

methods (Fig.9.a); with usage of 2-opt local optimization method (Fig.9.b); with usage of 2.5-opt local 

optimization method (Fig.9.c); with usage of 3-opt local optimization method (Fig.9.d). 

 

 
(a)           (b) 

 
(c)           (d) 

Fig.9. Result TSP (532 points) routes. 

 

Length of result route, according table and pictures, decrease in proportion to increase of complexity 

of used local optimization method. Developed computer system based on swarm intelligence behavior 

model of agents, even with usage of local optimization methods, is able to solve TSP of 532 points in time 

less than program application LKH, which need in average nearly 7 seconds for TSP solving.  
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Developed system is able to output quasi-optimal result route with difference from optimal less than 

6%, spent nearly 1 second for calculation of it. Constructive character of used ant colony optimization 

method make possible retrieving of route even after first iteration of search route cycle, that means after 

several milliseconds from start, after which this result is checked in additional program module based on 

local optimization methods with aim to decrease length of retrieved route. 

 

Conclusions 

Implementation of local optimization methods into developed computer system for solving TSP with 

usage of swarm behavior model of agents make possible to decrease difference between quasi-optimal and 

optimal routes and decrease iterations count of search cycle of route by agents. In such way, to solve used 

in experiments TSP of 532 points modeling system in conditions of dynamic changes of input data after 1 

second is able to output result route with difference from optimal less than 6%. And without existed 

dynamic changes of input data, already after 5 seconds can output optimal result using 3-opt local 

optimization method. 
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